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INTRODUCTION 
i  -
- - '·-
On  26 October 1992, the rep~>rt on "The intemal market after 1992 - meeting_ the  chall~nge 11 
wa~  presented  to  -the . Commission  by  a  group~- of  independent • persons·  chaired  by 
Mr Peter Sutherland.  ·  ·  ·  · 
. This report examined "the issues  whicli need tp ·be  r~solved to. emible  Comin~nity  'taw to be 
·administered frurly  and -dTectively" -an!i ·considered "what -is  required to. meet the continuing 
expectations  .  .  .  of  those  involved  in  the  market· place  consumers  and  tmsinessesn 
(foreword~ ultimate and penultimate paragraph).  ·  . _ 
.  In  this context the report stressed that "it is not enough to pass laws arid  simply to hope that  ·. 
·.  I.  they will be applied evenly in  aiLMember States" (Summary, page 5) and- that ,"doubts/about 
..  the effective 'prote~tion of  consumers'. rights'  n~ed to be overcome. '{he)ssues should 'be given ·  .• 
·.  rapid consideration by the Comini.mity"  (page 35,  R~comrnendation No 22).  ·  · 
'  "  •  -'  ,  ,  \  I  ' 
. On. 16 November 1993, partly as a response to the Sutherland Group's recominendatiomi, the . 
-Commission adopted a Green Paper ()n  ,;Access of  c~nsumers to justice, and the settlement of  c .• 
consumer disputes in the s~ngle market" (COM(93)576).  ·  · 
,.  i'' 
- The Green-Paper-was· given very wtde publicitY and the-feedback received confiiins the need 
for a Community initiative in this aiea- andurgtmtly at that. ·  · 
- >  I  .  . 
. The importance Of concrete measures to  follpw- ~p  the Green Paper, as well as the results of the 
.con~ultatioils, was ·stressed  by the' European Parliament  (Resolution  of 22 April_  1994),  by.· 
the Committee  of the  Regions  (Opinion  of  17  May  1994)  and  by  the  Ecor10mic  and· 
Sociat Committee '(Opinion of ·i  June 1994). ·'  ·  -·  , 
.  - .  .  •·  ·-- •  ·'L  .  .  . 
Several  Member States  requested  the  Commission to·present a proposal  for a  ·nirec~ive to 
this effect.  ·  · ·  - ·  ·  ·  · 
. In the summary report on the. internal market presertted to ihe Eut;opean Council at Essen on 
9 December (COM(94) 553 of30 November 1994) the Commission  confirmed that ·it ·wol,lld 
"a9t on the basis of the consultations undertaken on its Qreen ·Paper". ·  ·  ·  - . 
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'EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
:.  3w.mmary of the proced~re to ·date and the results olf itil;l;B ·. 
consultations on the Green Paper  · 
1.1 - Following publication of  th:e Green Paper, the Commission rec~ived 110 written replies .. 
representing  all  interests  concerned  from  all- over  the  European  Union:  apart  from 
"institutional" opinions {Member States. and Communityjnstitutions), riumerous wtjtten 
·.·.·.:_:_ 
-~  contributions were submitted by consumer advocacy groups, firms_, the legal professions  ·· ·  · 
(judges, ·lawyers,  notaries) as well  as  other bodies responsible  for settling consumer, 
disputes out of court.  '  '  '  . 
1.2 
.  ,J .3 
All  parties  who  replied  in_  wntmg  by  the- deadline  set out  in  the  Green  Paper 
(31  May 1994) were _invited  to a  hearing organized in· Brussels' on  22 July  1994,  at 
w}Jich  74 organizations and bodies participated. 
.  '  .  .  I  .  . 
Some of the options aired in the replies received by the Commission were also discussed 
·at the first European Consumer Forum on 4 October 1994, with almost 350 participants 
froni  19 countries representing all parties concerned. Hearings on the Green Paper were 
also  organized·  by· the  European  Parliament  (Legal  Affairs  and  Citizens'  Rights 
Committee,  24  February  1994)  . and  ·the  Economic  and- Social  Committee 
(1  March 1994). 
Generally  speaking  the  Green  Paper  was. very  well  received,  the  r~actions being 
unan_imous as regards the principles undergirding it, and particularly on the  fact that the 
existence of effective means of redress for consumer disputes is an essential condition 
for the smooth functioning of the Single Market.  · 
As regards the. need for a Community initiative· in  this domain, a very large majority 
..  was in favour of such a move and indeed the Commission was widely criticized· for not 
relying  on  its  right  of initiative.· For example,  in  point (c) of i~s  conclusions  the 
Economic and Social Committee "regrets, -however, that-the Commission has not  now 
·used this opportunity to submit concrete'proposals for action 'within the scope of its 
specific powers, particularly for exploring the potential offered ·by Article '129a of the 
Treaty· ·of  Rome".  In· point  8  of  its  Resolution  on  the  Green  Paper, ·the 
-European Parliament "considers that the scope-and scale of  the problem of equal access 
to justice for Community_ citizens justify Community action and believes that the desired 
objectives cannot be adequately achieved by the Member States". 
Besides the Community institutions and most  of the representative organizations, three · 
MemQer  States  also  expressly  invited  the  Commission  to· present  a ·proposal· for a 
Directive. 
· 1.4 .  As regards  the  content -of the Community  initiative,  the  great majority  agree  that, 
without ruling out other  initiatives, '-the  Commission  should  be urged  to propose  a 
¢~ty~oo.  .  . 
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The idea is to coordinate national provisions relating to actions for an injunction which  ;;::: 
. may be. brought in regard to certaintmhiwful commercial practices, and to securemutual·· 
recogni!ion. of the entities entitled to bring such actions..  .  . .  .  . 
· . On this~point, the position of the Community institutions is as· f~llows: 
'  .~· . 
The Parliament, in its Resolution of 22 April  1994. on the Green Paper (paragraphs 11 · 
to 14):  ·  ·  ·  · 
- · "shares th~ Commi&sion's concern that a Community solution should be found to the. 
problems raised by unlaWful commercial practices, by m~ans  of actions ofcollective 
. interest,  sinc_e  ~uch practice~ affect'both ·consumers and firms"; ·  · 
.  .  . ·:  ,~  . .  .  ... 
..  ~-·· ... 
,,··  ..  : 
-: .· 
"notes that although these unlaWful practices originate in one Member State, they may 
affect consumers in. another Member States";  .  ·  ·  · · 
- "( ... )and for this reason it would be appropriate to:harmonize the  conditions  for 
bringing injunctions against unlawful 'com~ercial practices'';  ·  · 
- considers' that this ~armonizapon.  should be accompanied by. the mutual recognition, 
between  Member  StateS;· of  the  right  'of •OrgailizatlOI).S  _o(  firms  and  consumer-
.  organizations to bring t'egal pr9ceedings re.cognized by the law of  the Member States". 
The Council, in its conclusions .on the GreeQ Paper of·  17 May  1994: 
. "welcomes the introductio~ in the Member States of swift and simplified procedures 
designed· to put an  end to certitin  unlawful  commercial  practices,  but notes that _in'·  · 
some  cases  these· procedures  cannot ·be_  entirely  effectiye  in  preventing  unlawful 
transfrontiei practices";  ..  · 
'  .  . 
- ;,shares the conc.em of the Com~ission and Europeari  Parliame~t  'to find a solution 
~d the problems which these ·unhiwfu1  practices· may pose.  and which might  ~ffect 
consumer confidence in the Single Marke!";  ·  · 
n  stresses.~·  that,  since  c,ertain.  unlawful ;  commercial·. practices  have :a  transfrontier 
·· dimension, it may be necessary at Community level to develop initiatives to eliminate  . 
them"·  ·  ·  · 
' 
"requests  the  Commission to intensify  a~ soon  as possible  th~ ~xamination. it -has 
begun of the  measures which can be  t~en by  public authorities and/or 'consumer 
organizations  as  w~ll as  by  professional  bodies  to  prevent  unlawful. commerciai 
practices".  ·  · 
In  its unanimously  adopted ·opinion of 17  May  1994  the Committee of  the Regions 
urged the Com-mission  "to  ensure. that all  Member States provide for  some forni 'of · 
representative action"_to compensate for "the prohibitive costs to individuals of  bringing 
:a legal action".. .  .  ' 
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'In its unanimously adopted Opinion of I June 1994 th~ Economic and Social Committee 
. considers  "that  the  Commission  should· rapidly  submit  legislative  proposals  on the  .. 
following: 
1 
. 
(a)  definition  of common. principles and  procedures for uniform  proceedings for 
settling transfrontier consumer disputes and actions for an injunction;. 
(b) .  definition  of basic rules  for the  standardization of  collective  or joint actions 
relating to consumer conflicts at Community Ievell' . 
.  1.5- ·  Finally, the report drawn up for the Commission by-the Sutherland Group ("The internal 
:market after 1992- meeting-the challenge") already recommended that "Memper-States 
could-provide better (andno.ri"'discriminatory) rights at court to consumer associations'~· 
(Recommendation No 21 ). 
II.  Legal basis and justification of the proposed measures in the light of · 
·  the principle of subsidiarity 
The problem 
. Besides mechanisms designed to settle individual disputes, all Community Member States have 
passed  laws whose purpose is  to limit or forestall  the harmful  consequences which  certain · 
unlawful practices are-liable to have for consumers and business competitors0 >.  An "inventory'·' 
· of these means of redress; whose objective is to ensure the smooth functioning of the national 
. markets,  is_ summarized in  the table annexed to  ,thi~ explanatory memorandum.  .  . 
The  inventory  shows  that  the  notion  of an  action  fot  an  injunction  exists  in  all  the 
·.  Member States. 
Generally, such actions.are designed·to enjoin the cessation ofpractices  ..  which the:law declares. 
to be illegal.  Since. their objective ·is mainly preventative,  the effectiveness oLsuch actions . 
.  .~ .. 
:depends very much on  the speed of the procedure<
2>.- This is also. an  essential aspect of legal  '-
. certainty both for the economic system as a whole and for the sector in· which the .challenged 
practices have occurred.·  · 
The  ~omptetion of the  inter~al market,  as  wen as the· development of new distance selling· 
techniques  (Minitel,_  ·teleshopping  and  other · possibilities  offered  by  the  information 
· ·sup_erhighways, alongside traditional mail order selling) in principle allows pr~ucts  and services . 
..·.· ..  "'· 
to  move  freely  without  the _intermediary  of a  local  operator who.  could  address  potenti·al·  ·..  ·, 
problems .occurring in  the target country. 
(I) 
(2) 
From the point of view of firms .that respect the "rules of the game", the infringement 
of consumer law also leads to distortions of competition: one very obvious example is 
misleading advertising. 
The decision ordering "discontinuation" of misleading advertising is of little  us~ if it is 
delivered only after the advertising campaign has ended. 
5 . ·  .. ::  ··-' 
· In .  certain  sectors·· (for.  example  D~rective . 89/552/EEC ·on  "television  without 
·.  __ Community law.has established-the principle of home country corifrol.  The corollary is that, ·iQ 
the interests of prevention, actions for an injunction will increasingly have to be:brought in a' 
· . country oilier than that in which the plaintiff is domiciled.  ·  · 
In this context, existing actions for an injunction-provided for in-the riationallegal.orders in the  .-
·domain of co_nsumer protection have two  -quite _specific_and  particular limitS.  ·  ·  · 
. The first _limit .is bound up with the fact ·that in most Member _States  the right to bring .such 
actions· is _reserved  to certain ·entities which· are "qualified:' to represent the collective interest 
protected:  . ..  .  ·  ·  ·  .  - .. 
consumer associations "accredited" .at  ~ationallevel (examples: France, Belgium); 
a  specific  national  authority  responsible for consumer protection within' the country  .. 
'"  ••  -~' ~-:- ;  •  <. 
(examples: United Kingdom, Ireland).·  ·  ·  ·  ··  - ·  .:·_··.·_';  .·:  .. 
1he second limit arises from Jh~fact that in certain Member States the very admissibility of the 
action is predicated on the {nfrirtgement ofa provision of national law (example: Germany); ·in 
other -words,  an  infringement of substantive "foreign" law, even when an domestic equivalent· . 
. rule exists, can never be grounds for action.  .  ~  .. 
•  I' 
As a result,.tQe effectiveness of existing actions for ail injunction is compromised whene~er  an'- •.•. _  .. -
. unlawful practice originates in country B but· has its  ~effects in country A.  ··  -
In this case the "judicial" frontier of country B is often insurmountable, either because standing  ---. 
to  sue  is  the  privilege  of national  representative  entities  (which  me~s that' an  entity  in 
country A is not-entitled to sue) or-because the admissibility of the action:i_s predicatedon the  . 
applicability of  nation~l substantive law. (which means that the action canriot be-brought by· the · _ 
entity  in  .country  B).  In  many  cases  of misleading --advertising ·exclu.sively,  addressed  to  .. 
_  French consumers froin a post office box in Germany, the action for an injunction broughtin 
Germany by a German <:>rganization has thus been declared inadmissible"  since-the practice doe-s 
not· affect the German market"f3>.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
This frontier also reduces the effectiveness of actions for  an  injunction in  Memb~r State -A 
(unless 'immediately-executed):  such actions can only--be 'effective if·they are brought'in .the-~ 
country ·in-which the judgmentis to be executed.·.  ·  ·  · 
Therefore, the coordination of national ruies govemi11g>actionsfor an  inj~nctionis essential  to 
make these rules as effective in the context of the  Siri~e Market as they are at nationru  l'evel. 
<
3
>  See,  for  example,  La:ndgericht  Munich,  -2 April  1994; Case 4 HKO 21  509/?i,  and 
Landgeri~ht Aachen,  10 December 1993, Case 43  0 175/93.  ·  ·  · 
·.  6 
·.·"  '. Legal basis and subsidiari,ty 
The legal  basis is  Article  lOOa  since  the provisions  the application  of which  this  proposal 
is designed  to  Improve,  derive  from  Community. acts  the  legal  basis  of which  is  also 
Article  IOOa. 
The choice oflegal basis is also based on the fact that the provisions of  this Directive establish 
the principle of mutual recognition of  bodies qualified to bring actions for an injunction as well 
as the coordination of national rules governing such actions.· 
.  . 
The first paragraph of  Article 1  OOa of  the Treaty establishing the European Community provides ..  · 
for the "approximation of the provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action 
in  Member  States· ·which  have  as  their  object  .the  establishment  and  functioning  of' the 
internal market". 
While the establishment of this single market involved the.approximation of certain minimum 
"rules of the  game",  its functioning  now depends on  the.mea~res that make it possible to 
prevent and/or punish infringement of the  rule~ of the game laid down at Community level. 
In principle, it is up to the Member States to implement these measures.on the basis of Article 5 
of the  Treaty,  pursuant  to  which,'  as  the ·Court ·of Justice  recalled  in  its  judgment ·of 
19 November 1991 (Ca:ses C-6/90 and C-9/90, ECR 1991, p.  5357) "1\:'[ember States are required 
to take all ·appropriate measures,  whether general  or particular, to ensure fulfilment of their 
· obligations  under ·community  law".  The  Court  went  on  to  say  that  "[a]mong  these  is  the 
obligation to nullify the unlawful consequences· of  a breach of Community law". 
In principle, appropriate means of redress should exist in the legal orders of  each Member State 
and,  in general, there would seem to be no need to harmonize them  .. 
However, in the context of the single market the notion of an  "appropriate" means of redress 
must  ~e assessed also with an eye to the intra-Community dimension of infringements: when 
the  "unlawful  consequences" of an_infringement affect the nationals of a Member State and 
when  the  Brussels Convention  has  established  that the court of another Member State  has 
jurisdiction, the means of  redress provided for in this second Member State should be accessible 
to claimants in the first Member State. 
However, the absence of coordination between national rules governing the access to certain 
means  of redress  may  in  certain  areas  have  effects  which  are  incompatible  with  the 
.  abovementioned requirement. 
This is the purpose of this proposal:  bearing in mind the intra-Community dimension of the 
infringements in questiori, as well as the "compartmentalization" of national means of redress, 
the coordination .of national rules governing these means of redress is crucial for the effective 
and non-discriminatory application of the underlying Community law and,  hence~ the smooth 
fUnctioning of the single market 
7 
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This  coordination  can  only  be  realized  by  the ·community  la~aker, as  was the case f~r 
Council  Directives 92/13/EEC of 25  February  1992  and  89/665/EEC of 21 December'19S9, ·. 
which coqrdinated nati-onal  rules r'elatlng to  the application rif review procedures to the award,  . 
of public contracts and also Council.Directive 93/7/EEC of 15  Mar~h 1993  which ~ent so far.·  ·.·  . 
as  to  intrqduce '"proceedings". for the return  of a cultural  object which has' been unlawfully 
removed from the territqry of  _a  Member State.  .  .  · · · . 
Proportionality 
Pursuant to the third paragraph of-Article. 3b of the EC Treaty "ariy action by·tJ:ie  Co~munity 
shall riot  go beyond what is necessary to achieve th~ objectives of this Treaty". Hence, in this  ...  _· .. -. 
particular case  the .  content  of the proposed  measure  will  be-limited to whatever· is  strictly 
- necessary to remedy the consequences of the two problems discussed above. -: _·. 
III.  The content of the proposed measure .·  · 
.  . .  .  .,  ;  .  . 
The proposed_acti~n-is based on the existerice,_atnationallevel, of entities_ qualified to prote~ 
the interests:of consumers and is found in the application of the principle'ofmutual recognition . 
of these  entities:  in  coilsqnance  with  the ' proportionalitY  principle,- tile  establishment_  of  .... 
"representativeness" criteria is left to  the Member States; the Member States communicate to  . 
the  Commission  the  list. of  entities _.recognized  as· ·representative  at qational  level 
-(and- subsequently notify· any· changes to the list) and furnish these entities  wit~! a  doc1.1in~nt 
certifying their. "qualification"  .. This mutual recognition-applies to the qualification enshrined_ 
-in this doc~ment.  The national· lists are publish~d in the C series of theOfficial!omnal of the 
- European Communities.  Any subsequent mod~fications to these lists ar~ to be published ill. the 
same way at regular_ iriterv'als.  .  - .  - . .  . 
· The action-for an  injunction envisaged in .this proposal will  apply in so far as the s1.1bstantive  · 
law of the Member States has: been harmonized via a.Coinmunity regulation or-Directive.  The 
·scope: of the Directive is- hence-limited-to practices- coming- within the. remit of national laws ... -
. that have been harmonized under the Directives listed in the Annex to this draft proposal: , The · 
draft  -proposal  concerns  acts.~which  Coriununity  law  declares  to  b~ :unlawful,  arid  hence 
-equivalent-provisions must exist iri all the Member States: the action for an injunction is nothing_ 
but a ,tool to ensure the effective application of  the corresponding provision of  Community: law. 
.  .  ·'  I 
Whenever  a  practice  which · Community  law  declares  to  be  unlawful  has  effects  in 
Member State A but originates in M¢mber State'B, mutual recognition urtder the Djrective will 
mean that existing nati~nal laws cari take effect, while historical and legal: traditions will be in 
no way compromised: the qu~ified entity in country A may either authorize.th.e qualified entity 
in country B  tQ  institute  proce~dings before the court or competent authonty of that country,' 
. or it'thay itself take actioQ. before that court or this competent authority. 
"The proposed texfin no way prejudices establislwdremedies at nation~! level:  thes~ rights may 
be .far broader in  cef1IDn  Member States (for exarnpl_e  France,  Netherlands,  Greece)' than  in. 
·others;  but  their  harmonization  does  not  seem . warranted· given  the  current  state  of 
· "· ·  Community law.  .  ·  ·  · 
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...  :· ......  :. IV.  Commentaries on the Articles 
Article 1: Scope 
The proposal  for a Directive is designed to coordinate national provisions concerning actions 
for  injunction  of practices  which  are  contrary  to  Community  consumer  law  and  which 
undermine the interests of consumers. 
Article  1 thus refers to the list  of Directives featured in Annex  1 to the proposal:  hence the 
scope has been limited to infringements of national provisions transposing the Directives listed·  .. 
in the Annex.  ,  .  ., 
'  .  . 
In  other words, the proposal  does not establish a "general" right to sue but,  rather, enshrines 
minimUm.  review  procedures which  are  specific to a  domain  of substantive law which  has 
already been harmonized at Community level. 
It  does  rrot  create  any  "new"  obligation  for  business,  but  quite  simply  "recalls"  extstmg 
obligations emanating from  certain Directives which are already in force or are about to be 
adopted (see Annex).  ·  · 
The abovementioned Directiv_es were selected because _of the impact of their infringement on 
consumer interests and on the smooth functioning of the single market.  By  reference to this 
Directive,  other Community  acts may,  in  future,  extend the scope of this Directive to other 
specific areas.  · 
In its Resolution ·of 29 June 1995 on the effective uniform application of Community law and  . 
on the penalties applicable for breaches of Community law in the internal market, the Council 
stressed the importance of ensuring  "  ...  that Community rules are uniformly  and effectively 
implemented, in accordance with the conclusions of the Essen European Council" (first recicil) 
and held that "the absence of  effective~ proportionate and dissuasive penalties for breaches of 
Community law could undermine th~ very credibility of  joint legislation and _affect the situation 
of citizens of the Union,  in certain cases possibly harming conditions of competition and the 
general interests referred to in the common rules" (fifth recital) (OJ No C 188, 22.7.1995, p.  1).  .  . 
Already_  in  1992  in  its  Resolution  of 7 December 'on  making the  Single Market work,  the 
Council  undertook  "to  consider as  a matter of priority  the  appropriate initiatives which the 
Co111mission  may  ·decide  to  take  with  the  aim  of ensuring  the  smooth  running  of the 
Single Market" (OJ No C 334,  18.12,1992.  p.  3, ,point 20). 
Article 2: Actions for an injunction 
The scope having been defined as a list of  Community instruments, the first paragraph provides 
that any infringement of the national provisions transposing these instruments may give rise to  -
an  action for an  injunction. 
As  indicated above, actions for an injunction already exist in all  Member States, particularly 
•  on the basis of Council  Directive 84/450/EEC of 10  September 1984 concerning .misleading 
advertising  and  Council  Directive  93/13/EEC  of 5  April  1993  concerning  unfair  terms  in 
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. consumer  contracts:  •. It  i~vol_ves a .means  of redress  designed  to  limit  or prevent  damage 
resulting from  behaviour. whichthe law'deftnes as illegal, as distinct from actionsfor damages 
which are designed to "make good" the consequences..  - ·  ·  ......  ·, ; • 
_Froro  this perspective, ar1 actiori for an injunction can prevent an enormous number of actions  · 
for damages:  But  cl~arly an· action for an injunction cari play a prev~ntive role only  provid~d . 
. it  i~ pari of an  effective and rapid procedure.  ·  ·  · 
'  ' 
Member State experience shows that to be effective the procedure must allow the court to:  - .  .  .  ~  . 
take the necessary m~asures  to rectify, where appropriate, the effects of the infringement 
(for exainple, Directive•84/450fEEC on misleading advertising provides'for publicatiQn 
of the' decision};  ·  · 
· ~ccompany its decision with sanction~ provided in n~tiorial-legisla:tion to assure respect 
for the decision. ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
The  seco~d  par~graph es~blishes  .the ·principle of acc~ss to means ·of· redress  co~ered by this 
·.  Directive in the everit ()f infringements which have their effects in other Member States.  The 
procedural rules,· as well as the technical modalities for bringing an  action, remaif!,  of course, : 
those provided.f<?r in the lex Fori.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
With~tit prejudice t9 the· rules of  priv~te internation~llaw, and-within· the: limits of its domain · 
of application, the second paragraph of Article 2 enshrines ari elementary principle: the court ·  · 
liavingjurisdiction·, by vinue of existing Conventions, must be able to decide on the law  which 
applies to the substance of the dispute, even if the: ihfringeinent:has its effects ·only on a market 
other than the national market.  · 
.  .  .  '  !  .  . . 
This second paragraph is· the logical consequence of the notion of an "internal" market: wheri 
· the .court  having  jurisdiction has to rule pn'  th~ infringement of a  provision,_ transposing  · 
Community-law and whenjhe applicable law is that of another Member State transposing the· 
same Directive, this court will  take all  the measures provided for in cases of infrlngement_of· 
the~"~quivalent" ~ational provision.  '  ·  · ·  ·  ·  · 
Article 3:  Entities  q~alified to  bri~g ap  action· . 
In the domain·coveredby the p~oposaffor a DiteCti~e, actions for an injunction are"reserved", 
. in  most  Member  States,  for  _certain  "qualified"  entities  (see  the  table  annexed·' to  the 
Exptimatory Memorandum).  · 
Iri the first group of countries {Frarice,. Belgium, Luxembourg), these entities are associations 
. "approved"  at  national  level  (which  would seein Jo exclude  all  associations  "approved'~ in  . 
·neighbouring countries); in the ~econd group (Ul)itedKingdom, Ireland, Denmark;Sweden and 
Finland),  the action is normally  brought by  .a  national  authority  specifically responsible for  · 
. protecting consumer interests in the country in question_.(whh~h means their hands may be tied 
when ·an .  infringement  is ·committed ·  in·  their  country  but  has  consequences  only ·in  othe( · 
COJ.lDtries);  In the third group of-Member States (notably Germany, Netherlands and Italy), the  . 
action is "open" to· all  entitie~ whi'ch  ineet certain criteria.  .  .  .  .  . 
,. ,_. 
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Consequently, when consQmers in MemberState A are'-affected by aninfringefl!ent originating .. 
-in  Member State B and when this second Member State belongs to the first or second of  the 
abovementioned groups the situation is as follows: 
the  "qualified"  entity  in  country  A  is  not  entitled  to  bring  an  action  in  country  B 
(the action for an  injunction being reserved there to "national" entities); and 
the "qualified" er,tity in country B does not have an "interest" in bringing an action on· 
behalf of interests located '"abroad"  (or in certain countries has no authority to ~o so) . 
. In  order to  permit .the  entities  qualified  under national law to act  effectively  outside their 
national borders (see Article 4), without however harmonizing the criteria for qualification of 
these entities, Member States must draw up a· sufficiently tninsparent list of  such entities.  This 
Article requires Member States to establish, at national level, a list of entities qualified to bring 
an action as envisaged in Article 2. 
The organizations and bodies featuring in each national list receive a document certifying their 
"qualification"· vis-a-vis the ·competent authorities (paragraph 2) and the lists of entities thus 
qualified (as well as any modification thereof) is communicated to the Commission which sees 
to their publfcation in the Official Journal (paragraph 3).  · 
The purpose of this final  provision is both to facilitate the work of the authorities in concrete 
cases and to provide transparence. 
Article 4:  Intra-Community infringements 
This  Article  establishes the  principle of the mutual  recognition  of qualified  entities in  the 
framework  of the  procedural  structures  existing  at  national  level  (paragraph  1  ).  · The 
establishment of this principle, according to this Article; allows:  ; 
the facilitation of  the search for a  "correspondent" having equivalent powers and the 
creation of the conditions for better cross-border cooperation; and 
the creation ofthe conditions whereby a qualified entity representing interests affected 
by  an  infringement  originating  in  another  Member  State  (an  "intra-Community" " 
infringement) can bri,ng an action directly to a court or competent authority 
In practice, Article 4 provides two possibilities to the latter entity.  They may:  _ 
ask a qualified entitY in the Member State having jurisdiction to seize that jurisdiction; 
or 
directly  seiz~ the court having jurisdiction;  in applicati9n of the principle of mutual 
recognition. 
-
Since certain Member States may "prefer" the first option, the second paragraph-of Article 4 
allows them to provide that the first procedure must be invoked _initially.  ·  · 
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_However, if no natiomil  entity is able· or willing to act, direct seisureby,the "foreign';· qualified. 
entity is the only solution.  ·  ·  ·  ·  , ._ 
To this end, the ArtiCle makes it incu~bent ori Member States that stipulate die.use of  the fhst. 
·option as an  initial  step to give the qualified' entities a reasonable time;.ljmit within which to . 
react;  S()  that the action for an  injunction can ach\eve its objectives. _  ·  ·  · 
Article 5:  Prior notification 
Article 5 -allows Member 'states to maintain (or introduce) a pre"'litigation  procedure, with a  · 
view to allowing the.defendant to terminate the infringement "spontaneously";· depending ori the 
circumstances, this may be take the fomi of a mandatory or optional "prior" warni-ng issued by 
the. party that·· intends to bring the action for an· injtn1ction.  .  - .  ·  . <  .  - · ·  . ' · 
Since-the  qualim.~d entities 'in other Member States may  not be familiar with the modalities 
(or even the existence) of  sucli· a procedure, the second paragraph .provides that the modalities 
· -governing prior notifications be published'in the OfficiaJ Journal of  the European Communities  .. 
To this end, these modalities must be notified by the Member States to the Commission._· 
.  ·.  '  .  .  .  ' 
Article 6: Reports 
.  '  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
The Report mentioned in this Article will enable an  oye~iew  of  the operation of  the Directive,-
and report  .. ori ·the possible enlargement of its scope. by other Community acts, -to be obtai~ed. 
Article 8:  Final provisions .  · 
· Article 8 contains the classical provisions  cori~ernirig transposition. 
.  . 
'. 
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·.:'.': ... ·.· COUNTRI,ES 
·  Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
Spain  .  . 
1-· 
France 
Ireland 
Actions for  an  injunction in  regard tf)  the protection of the collective interest of consumers in  the 
Member States of the European Union (status:  31  March 1995) 
SOURCE  CAUSA PETENDI  QUALIFIED  ENTITY 
I~  Act of 14/7/91  (MB 29/8/91)  1)  All infringements of the law on coinrnercial  All assOciations whose pwpose is  t<?  protect 
practices, including misleading advertising  consumers' interests and which have legal 
2)  Act of-12/6/91 (MB 917/91)  2) · Consumer credit  :  personality, provided they are represented on the 
3)  Act of 4/12/90 (MB 22/8/90)  3)  Financial services  Corummer Council or approved by the Minister for 
4)  Act of 21/10/92 (MB 17/11192) ·  4)  Advertising for the liberal professions  Economic Atiairs 
5)  Actof 16/2/94 (M!3  114/94)  '  5)  Package holidays 
Marketing Practices Act 1975  (last  All infringements of the law on commercial  The consumers' ombudsmen 
amendment:  1 June 1994)  ·practices 
1)  UWG 1909 (as amended in 1965 and  1)  All infringements covered by  Articles 1, 3, 4, 6,  Associations having legal capacity \\{hose task, as 
1987)  7, 8 of the Competition Act  set out in their articles of association, includes 
2)  AGB  1976  2)  Unfair terms  protection of consumers' interests by providing 
information, by providing advice (UWG);+ 
members must include active associations or 
associations whose membership 'includes-at .least 
75 natural persons (AGB) 
Act No 2000/9~ (ETK 24/12/91) as  Any unlawful practice affecting the getleral interests  Consumers' associations with at least 500 acti,·e 
amended by .Act No 2251/94 (ETK  of-consumers (J\ct No 2251194 contains a non- members which have been registered for at least 
16/1 1/94)  exhaustive list of infringements)  two years in the relevant register 
I)  Act No 34/1998 of ll/1 I/88 (BOE  I)  Illegal advertising  Associations whose purpose, according to their 
14/ll/88)  articles of association, is to protect consumers, 
2)  Act No 311991  of 10/1/91  (BOE  2)  Any act which is directly in breach of good  provided the "act Of unfair competition directly 
1111191)  faith (clausula general : Article 5)  affects consumer interests" Article  19) 
Act No 88-14 of 5/111988 (OJ 6/1188)  (for  Direct or indirect harm to the collective interests of  Approved associations (see Decree 88-586 of 6 
the collective protection of individual rights:  consumers  May  1988) 
Act No 92-60 of 1811/1992)  Unlawful actions or unfair terms 
Consumer Information Act  "Practices that, are, or are likely to be, misleading to·  Director of Consumer Affa~ 
the public" 
. 
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COUNTRIES·  SOURCE  CAUSA PETE~!  . 
"  · QUALIFIED  El'I"TITY 
Italy  1)  Legislative Decree of25/l/!992 No 74.  1)  Misleading advertising  .  1)  All consumers and consumer organizations·  ·-
'  ~ - 2)  Act 549 of28/12/93  2)  Protection of. the· ozone layer and  th~  2)  All consumer organizatioris.or envirorimental 
envirotu:n~nt  _  p~otecticiri organizations  ·  .  ·  ·  · 
,  Luxembourg  · ·  1)  Act of 25/S/83  1)  Unfair terins  Consumer associations represented at the 
2)  ·Act of 27/ll/86  2)  Unfair cqrnmercial practices  . Luxembourg Price Commission  ' 
I 
Netherlands  1) Article 6: 196 of the CiVil Code (BW).  1)  Misleaqmg a~vertising .  Associations having legal persoJ:¥1lity whose tasks·· 
2) Article 6 : 240 of the Ci,il Code (BW)  ,  2) ·  Unfair terms  .  '  include_ promo~on of consumer interests  .. 
- 3) Wet persoons-registratie  '  3)  Protection of privacy (rectification of files)  .. 
4) Articles 3.: 305a,and 3 : 305b of the BW  4)  ''General" .action 
(A~t of6.4.1994; entry into force,  IJ-1994) 
"  '  : 
·  Austria  .  1).  Consumentenschutzgesetz 1979 (§§ 28  1) ·  Unfair terms  i)  VKI ('I  ere in fur Konsumenteninformation) arid. 
cmd29)  ·  .  ,  "Chambers of the Social Partners''  ,  . 
U¢'air adv~rtising, un[air competition 
.  ' 
"Chambers of' the Social Partners (consumers  2)  .UWG (Act on unfair competition).  . 2)  2) 
being represented in the .· 
..  "Bundesarbeitslcimmer") 
Portugal  Decree No 446/85 of25/l0/l985  Unfair terms 
,. 
Representative .associations of consumers under the  ' 
terms of the relevant legislation 
Finland  . Consumer Ombudsman· Act  . Any practice which illfringes provisions designed to  Consumer Ombudsman 
protect the collective mterest  ~f  conSumers 
Sweden  Consumer Ombudsman Act·  Any. practice. which infringes provisions designed to  Consumer ()plbudsman 
.  protect the collective. interest of consumers 
" 
uirited  Fair Trading Act 1973'  · ·  Any practice whi9h is detriment!il to consumer  Director (Jeneral of Fair Trading 
Kingdom  interests in the United Kingdom and must be  ' 
..  regarded_as unfair to the·cqnsumer  -. 
:t 
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.EUROPEAN PARL!: .;  r,;:~,_i:'.'  AND COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
on injunctions for the protection 'of consumers' interests 
·.THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, '· 
'"  . Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  ·European  Community,  and  in  pc,u1icular~--
Article· lOOa thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission~
1 >, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social CommitteeC2>, 
·Acting in- accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 189b of the Treaty, 
Whereas certain Community· directives,  listed in  the schedule annexed to this Directive, lay, 
down rules with regard to protection of  _the  economic interests of consumers; 
·•  Whereas current mechanisms  avail~ble both at national and at Community level for ensuring 
compliance ·with those. directives  do not  always  allow  the effects of infringements of· their 
provisions to·be corrected in good time to protect consumers' interests;  ~ 
I  ; 
Whereas,  as far as  the restraint of unlawful  practices is concerned,  the efficacy of national 
· measures. transposing those Directives is thwarted when those practices have their .effects in a 
Member Stat~ other than the country in which they originate; 
.  ·Whereas those  difficulties can. disrupt the  smooth· functioning  of the internal· mW.ket, ·their.- · 
consequence being that it is sufficient. to move the source of aq unlawful, practice in order to 
place it out of reach of all forms of  redress; whereas this constitutes a distortion .of. competition· 
that is harmful-to the great majority of  firms which comply with the provisions of  national law;.·· 
Whereas those .difficulties are likely to diminish consumer confidence in the internal market  and 
may have discriminatory effects on organizations representing consumers adversely affected by . 
a  prac~ce that infringes Community law;  / 
Whereas those practices often extend beyond the frontiers of the Member States,. which is, 
indeed, the rea8on. for approximating· the systems of substantive law in question; 
(1) 
(2) 
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Whereas,  there~is thus an urgent need for some degree of  coo~dination of riational  provision~  . 
designed to  enjoin the cessation-of the abovementioned unlawfutpractices, so that the  existing~  · 
means of redress can take effect; irrespective of the country in which the· unlawful  pr~ctice has  .-
had- its effects; ·  ·  ·  · 
Whereas  t~e objective_  of the  a~tion  envfsaged  can  only  be  attained  by  the  Commun'ity 
legislature; .whereas it is t\terefore incumbent  on the Community legislature to act~ :·  ;·  ··  · · 
1  -- >  '  - ••  >  ••  •  -
_  Wltereas the third paragraph of Article 3b o{the Treaty makes itincutnbent _ofthe.Comrriunity 
· nof to  go  beyond  what  is  necessary  to· achieve-the  objectives  of the  Treaty;  whereas, .in 
·  acc.or~ane With  that  ArtiCle,  the  specific features  of  certain national  legal  systems must  be 
respected; whereas that condition can be met by leaving Member States free to choose between, 
different options having equivalent effect;  - - ·  - .  . . 
'•  •· 
_·whe:r:eas  one  op~ion should  consist ,in requiring an  independent  public  body,  specifically 
responsible for the. protection of consumednterests andic;:>r. competition matters, to exercise the  . 
rights ofacti<;>n  ~et out in this Directive;  .  - .  .  .  . 
Where~s  .the other option should ~rovide  f~r  the~  exercise of  tho~e rights by organizations which . 
have 'a  legitimate interest in  protecting  ~onsl!mers, or by organizations  represe~ting firms,  in 
aceordance_with criteri~ laid _down  by national law;  .  .  /  .  '  •'  '  . '  ~  .·  ·. 
Whereas Member States should be able to combine those hvo optio~~; 
. · Whenias Member States should .  design~te at  national  level_ the bo&es. and/or  org~izations 
-,qualified for the purppses or'fhis Directive;  where~s  rhe principle of mutual recognition should 
. be applied to: the bodies·and/or organizations thus certified by MeJl1~er States;-_  -
Whereas itis inctiinbent on the Member States to communicate to the  ~Commission the list of . 
bodies and/or organizations thus qualified  for'the purposes of  this. Directive,  as-well -as. any  _ 
. changes to these national lists;  where~s  .it is the business of the Commission to- ensure their  ·· 
publication  i~ the Official Journal of the European Communities;  ~  _.  .  · , 
.. Whereas this Directive ~nould he wiilw~t'prej'udice to the rules ·of private international law arid 
· the conventions in force between the Member States; .  -' .  ~ ·  ·.  ..  ·  ·  .  .  · .  ·  ·  - · 
·Whereas Member States should be able to require that'a prior notific~tion b~issu~dby the party. 
that intends tobi:ing an action for an injunction,-in order to give the deferidanfan ppportunity' 
· to bdng the  cont~sted infringement to an end;  ·  - · 
~-!'~·  : •• 
.  .  - .  .  ..  .  .  .  .  ~:~  . 
~  · Whereas the application of  this Directive should not prejudice the appl~cation of  Community 
. competition rules;  - .  !  .·  •  •  .  '  . 
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, The pu'rpose: of.  thi~·  ... Directive is to coordinate the laws, regulations and  administt~tive 
:··provisions of  Member States relating to certain remedies designed to protect consumers'" 
· interests, so .  as. to ensure· the smooth· functioning· of the. internal market.  ,.  " 
.  .  . 
For the  .. purposes of this Directive; an infringement .shall-mean any a~  corttrary·to the  ···  · 
--directives, listed  in  the  Annex  and  transposed  into· the  internal  legal .  order · of· the 
Member States which harms consumers'  interests~ · ·  .  ~ ·  · · 
Article 2 
Actions for an injunction 
'  . 
. 1:·  Member  States  shaiJ ··designate· the  court  or authority  co,-npetent  to  nde  on·. the 
-·proceedings  commenced  by  the  qualified  entities  within  the  meaning  of  A~ticle 3, .. 
J. 
and seeking:  - · 
(a)  · · an order, given at very short -notice, and where appropriate by way of summary  :.. 
procedure,  .requiring  the,  cessation  of any  act  that  is  to  be regarded  as . 
an infringement; 
(b)  where appropriate, 'adoption ·of the measures needed to ~ectify the effects of the 
...  ' 
+c 
·infringement; including publication of the decision;  ,·. 
.  ,,  2. 
·-· 
(c) .  an order against the losing party for payment to the plaintiff,  in the event .of 
failure to-comply with :the decision Within a time-limit specified by the authority, 
of. a fixed amount: fOr, each day's delay .or  any  other .amount provided for  in 
. national legislation, with a view to ensuring compliance with the decisions.  ·- · 
When the action may> pursuant to 'a ·convention, -be brought in ·a Member State· other  " . 
.·  than· the one whose legislation has. allegedly  been infringed,· the -competent authority ·.' 
. heari-ng  the .  case shall take .the same measures· as. are  lai~ down for infringements of 
national legislation. 
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Entities quaiified to bring an action . 
·,'  ·, ... 
.  -~ ..... :  .. 
1.- For the purposes of  this Directive~ a "qualified entity" means any boay or organization,··-·-
',.;  .: ·.·: 
which, ·acCording to national laW, has a legitimate  inter~st in. ensuring that the proviSions·  "''  .<·  ~- · 
-referred .tQ in Article 1 are complied with, ~in particular:  ·  · ·'- ·  ·  .. 
.  ;:. 
3. 
1. 
(a) 
-(b) 
an•• independent  public body, ·speCifically  responsible for protecting consumer· 
interests, in ·Member States in which  such bodies 'exists; and/or  · 
organizations with a legitimate interest iri protecting consumer .interests, as.Well 
.as ,orgimization_s  repres~nting firm~ or .federations of firms, ,in accordance with 
the criteria laid down by th'eir national law  .. 
Forthe purposes of this Directive, and. without prejudice to the- rights granted to other 
entities under nationallegislati()n, each Member State shall draw up at national level a, 
list of entities qualified to bring an action_ under Article 2. The bodies and: organizations 
included-in that  list shall receive a  document certifying their rightto~appear before the 
relevant courts or authorities.  .  '  .  .  . 
The lists drawn up in accordance with paragraph 2, as well as any changes thereto;·shall · 
be communicated by the Member States to the Commission and shalt' be published in'. 
-'  · the C Series of  the Official Journal of the European Communities.  . -
_- Article 4 
'· 
Intra-:-Comm unity infringements 
.  Member States shall .take the ·measures  necessary to  ensu~e that any  qualified_ entitY 
whose interests are affected by  an- infringement originating in 'another Member State 
may seise the court or competent authority referred. to in Artic1e 2,  on presentation of 
. the doeument proyided for in ArticJe 3(2).- ~ 
2:  .Member Statesmay provide that direct seisurereferred to in p~ragraph· 1 shall be sought 
only after a prior seisure of the qualified entjtY-ofthe Member State having territorial  -· 
j!Jrisdiction, with a view to ensuring that it brings the action provided·fof in Article 2; 
in  such  case  Meptber · States_  shall  give  the  qualified  natio_nal  entities  a  reas<>nable 
time-limit within _which to react. 
AJ;ticle s· 
. Prior notification 
· 1.  Member States  m~y  introd~ce o; maintain in  force  a requirement that the  party that 
'intends  to  seek'  an  injun<::tion  sh.all  issue  a  prior  notification'  to 'the  defendant;  . 
- Member States which rely  ~n this  option -shall  ensure that the rules  govemi:ng· prior  . 
notification shall.permit an ·action-for aninjunc~ioh within a reasonable ~me-limit: . 
'  -·. 
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2.  The rules governing prior notification a,dopted by Member States shall be notified to the 
Commission  and  shall  be  published  in  the  C  Series  of the  Official  Journal  ·of . 
the European Communities. 
3.  The limitation period shall  cease to run once theprior notification has been issued. 
Article 6 
·Reports 
Every three yyais and for the first time no later than 31  December 2000 the Commission shall 
present  the  European Parliament and  the  Council with  a  report  on the  application  of this 
Directive~  -
Article· 7 
Provisions for wider action 
This  Directive  shall  not  prevent  Member  States  from  adopting  or  maiQta.mmg  in force 
provisions designed to grant representative organizations of consumers or professionals and/or 
public  bodies  and  any  other  person  concerned  more  extensive· rights  to  bring· action  at 
· national level.  · 
Article 8 · 
Implementation. 
,  i.  Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions 
necessary to comply with this Directive by 31  December 1997.  They shall immediately 
inform the Commission thereof. 
When Member States adopt these  provisions,  these  shall  contain a  reference to this 
Directive  or shall  be  accompanied  by  such  reference  at  the  time  of their  official 
publication.  The procedure for such reference shall be adopted by Member States. 
2.  Member States shall  communicate to the Commission the provisions of national  law 
which they adopt in the field covered by this Directive. 
Article 9 
Entry into force 
· This Directive shall enter into force on the tWentieth day following that of  its publication in the 
Official Journal of the European Communities. 
/ 
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·  ..  ," Article  10 
:~·: 
· Addressees 
-~-.: 
.this  Directi~e is addres§ed to the Member States. 
'i.\_' 
Done atBrussels, 
I< or the European Parliament 
· The President  ··, 
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· For the Council 
The President 
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~ . ... : . . ANNEX 
LIST OF DIRECTIVES COYERED BY ARTICLE 1(2). 
Council  Directive  84/450/EEC  of  10. September  1984  (misleading  advertising); 
OJ No L 250, -i9.9.1984, p.  17; 
Council Directive 85/5771EEC of 20 December 1985  (contracts negotiated away-from 
business premises); OJ No L 372, 31.12.1985, p.  31; 
Council Directive 87/102/EEC of 22 December 1986- OJ No L 42, :12.2.1987, p.  48, 
as  amended by  Council  Directive 90/88/EEC of 22  F~bruary 1990 (consumer credit) · 
(OJ No L 61,  10.3.1990, p.  14); 
Council  Directive  of 89/552/EEC  of 3  October  1989  (on  the  pursuit  of television 
broadcastin~ activities):  Articles  10 to-23; OJNo L 298,  17.10.1989, p.  23; 
Council Directive 90/314/EEC of 13  June 1990 (package travel, package holidays and 
package tours);. OJ  No L 158,  23.6.1990,  p.  59; 
.  . 
Council Directive 92/28/EEC of 31  March 1992 (advertising of medicinal products for 
human use);  OJ No L 113,  30.4.1992, p.  13; 
Councii Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April  1993  (unfair terms in consumer contracts); 
OJ No _L  95,  21.4.1993, p.  29;. 
European Parliament and Council Directive 94/47/EC of 26 October 1994 (protection 
·of purchasers  in  respect  of certain  aspects of contracts  relating  to the  purchase  of 
the right  to  use  immoveable  properties  on  a  timeshare  basis);  OJ  No  L  280, 
29.10.1994, p.  83; 
European Parliament and Council Directive ... of ...  (contracts negotiated at a distance). , 
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT FORM 
.- .-.;  '  · .. 
IMPACT OF. THE PROPOSAL ON BUSINESS  ..  : . 
.  .  '  :  ~  ·"" 
AND NOTABLY SMALL AND MEpiUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES (SMEs) 
.  !  .  ' 
·' 
T,itle of the proposal:  . Proposal for a European Pariiament and Council Directive on the·. .  ·.•·• 
.. coordination of  the. laws, regulations and administrative provisions  · 
of Member  States relating io :injunctions for  the protection  of 
consumers' interests. 
"Document reference number: 
. The proposal 
.  ''·. 
1:  Bearing in mind the subsidiarity principle,  wh~  is Community legislation necessary in 
this area and what are its. rruiin airps?  .  .  ... 
CommunitY legislation is' necessary in this area be~ause of  the co~partmerttalization of 
national laws governing available means •of redress in the. event of infringements of 
.  · n~tional law transposing c,ertain Community directives.  ..  . 
.  _.,  '  . ' 
· If an infringement of  the law of  one Member State _originates in another Member States, 
· existing actions· for aninjunction cannot bite because:  ·  · 
in certain Member States actions may be brought only by associations that are 
approved at national  level  (which  exCludes- representative' as~iations of the 
"target" country); ·  ·  · · 
in  certain ·  Me~ber States  the  action  is  admissible  orily · if domestic  law · 
is infringed.  .  . 
\Vhen, in· applying the ru_les of private international law; the contested practice_ concerns 
the legislation of another Member State and this l~gislation constitutes the transjmsal of 
one·.and the same Community directive, this !'discrimination" constitutes ·a barrier to the  · 
smooth  functioning  of the  single  market:  in  'the  absence  of'  measures .designed  to 
coordinate· national laws in this area, it is 'sufficienqo "shift" the place of 'origin of an. 
illegal practice to  be  o~t of reach  ofany action  for  an·· injunCtion  (Green Paper on.  · 
· consumer access tojustice, p~ge 84).  ·  · 
The  purpose  of the. proposal  for  a  Directive  is  to  apply  the  principle  of mutual 
rec<?gnition to entities which(on the basis'ofthe national ~legislation gQ.vemirig them) 
may bnng an  action  for  an. injunction  in  the,  event of infringement of  nation~ law . 
tranSf?O.Sing  certain Community directives.·,  .  '  ' 
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..,  ·:.' The impact on business 
2.  Who will be affected by the proposal? 
In principle all firms may be affected (irrespective of their size or sector of activity), if 
they are in a position to infringe national law transposing certain Community directives  .. 
But - and above all - they are affected in that the proposal will allow them to react to 
infringements committed by unscrupulous competitors: the entities  "qualified'~ to bring 
an  action  (in  the  event  of intra-Community  infringements)  include  "representative 
organizations of firms or federations of firms, in accordance with the criteria laid d~wn 
by their national law"  (Article 3,  § I, b). 
In fact certain categories of firms (for example mail order firms) are more likely-to be 
affected than others because they more frequently  encounter infringements committed 
via a post office box  opened across the border for the sole purpose of circumventing.the 
applicable national legislation. 
The·  representative  organization  of these  firms  at  European  level  (EMOTA)  has 
expressed its agreement on the principles governing the drafting· of  the proposal.  This 
was done in the c:ontext of the consultations on the Green Paper which is the source of 
the Community initiative (see point 6).  · 
3..  What measures must firms taken to comply with the proposal? 
None.  The proposal is designed to ensure the effec~ve application of provisions which 
are  alre~dy in force and ~oes not introduce any_ supplementary obligation. 
4.  What economic effects is the proposal likely to have? 
The proposal  may  contribute to a healthier competitive environment and  hence  help 
create jobs since it will make it possible to punish certain "marginal"  practice~ which 
are liable to distort competition, to the detriment of  firms which respect the law in force; 
5.  Does the proposal contain measures designed to take into account the specific situation 
of small and medium-sized enterprises (different or reduced requirements, etc.)? 
None. The obligation to provide ~ pnor warning (Article 5) was however designed With 
an  eye  to  infringements  committed ·on  the  basis  of lack  of information  about  the 
legislation in force (or because of  an erroneous interpretation of  this legislation) to allow 
the firm  c~ncemed to rectify the effects of the infringement of its own accord. 
This hypothesis is more likely in  SMEs than in  large firms (whose  ~'legal service"  is 
·normally able to examine the legislation in force before addressing a "foreign" market). I  . 
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Consultation · 
.  ",;  .·'  .· 
6.  . Lists of organizations whlch have been consulted  on the proposal and summary·- of the 
_essenti~ aspects of their position.  ·  · 
..  The p~oposal was not the subject of consultation as such,.because itrepresents the result 
of the ·conSultations  in the context of Oreen Paper _COM(93)  576-final. The position. 
.  statements qn the· Green-Paper;s conclusions include:···  · 
- '  ..  .  .  .  ~ 
· EMOTA (European Mail Order Traders. Association) 
·"0~ this issue ~e  fully  s~pport the  view~ as expressed by .EuroC~mmerce,  ie.: 
...... 
·possibilitY for consumer associations to bring cross-border action~  for injunction 
(with a clear definition of Suchan organization); 
'the same possibilitY should be- open to trade associations to defend collective 
interests against unfair practices".  ·  ·  · 
EURQCOMMERCE:· 
In  the  Gr~en Paper  the  Commission  ~xplains how  consumer  associations  may  use ' 
cross:-border actions for an injunction. The .trade associations also would like to be able 
. to de(end their collective interests ,in the event of unfair practices committed by a firm 
established in· another.Meinber State.  Hence EuroComrri.erce is keen to insist that this 
type of action,  which is .not de$!gned to. recover damages, should be open not orily to 
· consumers-but also to trade associations:  ·  ·  · 
..  ·' .. 
'  .  -~ 
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